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About Ocado

● World’s largest on-line only grocer

● Currently covering 80% of UK population from 3 warehouses (for both Ocado and Morrisons)

● Recently agreed to sell 50% of retail arm to Marks and Spencers and jointly run the existing 3 
warehouses plus 8 further warehouses in the UK

● Recently sold the whole platform to

○ Group Casino (France)

○ Sobeys (Canada)

○ ICA (Sweden)

○ Kroger (USA)

Requiring the construction of 23 warehouses across Europe and North America



About Ocado’s warehouses

● Hold ~50,000 different stock keeping units (SKUs)

● Hatfield can pick ~8.5 million items per week

● Dordon can pick ~10 million items per week

● Erith will pick ~12 million items per week 



Hatfield CFC



Hatfield CFC simulation



Andover CFC simulation



Andover CFC



Model-based vision guided robotic picking

The raison d’etre of the robotics research team at Ocado is to get robots to pack shopping.

We started off with a “standard” model-based approach applied to a 4-pack of spring water.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1opuexqKkTD4sgZl0uFswM8e2MZ4QP3_b/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1opuexqKkTD4sgZl0uFswM8e2MZ4QP3_b/view


3D Model-based picking from a palette
Objective is to pick 4-packs of Highland Spring bottles from a palette and place in a delivery tote.

● Prior to grasping

1. Calibrate camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters

2. Build a 3D model of the Highland Spring 4-pack

3. Associate a grasp point to the 4-pack model

● For each grasp

1. Find a 4-pack on the pallet layer

2. Register the found 4-pack to the model to find the grasp point on the 4-pack

3. Pick up the 4-pack

4. Place 4-pack into a tote



Calibration of camera intrinsic parameters

Capture images of object of 
known geometry from multiple 
viewpoints.

Reconstruct it in 3D from point 
clouds

Iteratively adjust camera model 
parameters until reconstruction 
error is minimised



Calculation of extrinsic camera 
parameters for wrist-mounted camera
Finds mapping from camera coordinates 
to robot coordinates



Building a 3D model of the SKU

Robot circles the SKU capturing images and the images are “stitched” together



Building a 3D model of the SKU

• Model constructed from fusing multiple point clouds. 

180 images stitched togetherTypical single image



Associate a grasp point to the 4-pack 
model
Calculate the extrinsic parameters of a fixed camera.

If we know where the gripper is in world coordinates, and we know where the 4-pack is in world 
coordinates (according to the calibrated fixed camera), we can calculate the relationship between the 
gripper and the 4-pack (the grasp point). 



Model-based picking video



Model-free vision guided robotic picking

The “standard” model-based approach worked, but with ~50K different SKUs we would need ~50K 
different models – i.e. the approach doesn’t scale-up well.

If we could avoid the need for models this would save a lot of work.

Instead of modelling the objects to be picked we characterised what a 3D vision system would 
need to see for a suction cup to be able to get a grip.

The vision system looks for patches that are big enough, flat enough and horizontal enough.



Grasp point selection



Mixed SKU tote



Model-based vs model free picking

Using a vision system to identify the gripping affordance of an end-effector can result in a far more 
versatile system than a model-based one, 

but 

can we use a vision system to identify gripping affordances for end-effectors other than a suction 
cup?



Questions?


